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Abstract: Copyright law is a source of a great deal of bewilderment and frustration to academic librarians. Beyond the basics of copyright protection and fair use, most librarians struggle to grasp the complexity of the law and the roadblocks it presents to access and use. This article attempts to elucidate some of those complexities by suggesting seven steps toward copyright reform that would make the law more useful for libraries. These suggestions address such issues as the predictability of the application of copyright law, specific exceptions for libraries, and ways to ensure that more copyrights remain in the hands of authors.

Copyright renewal as a requirement for continuing protection of individual “works of authorship” was dropped from U.S. law in 1976. But the same facts that made formal renewal unnecessary—automatic protection and an extremely long term—have also made the renewal of copyright as a body of law more necessary than ever. Copyright law in the United States no longer serves its ostensible purpose of providing an incentive for creators to create so that society gets the benefit of a wide and various array of works, and no group knows this better than librarians. In recent years, a different kind of renewal question has suggested itself—can copyright itself, as a body of law, be renewed in ways that will help the law better serve its Constitutional purpose “to promote the progress of science and the useful arts”?3

The limited monopoly that is carved out by copyright law has always been intended to provide a balanced incentive for creation. The goal is to balance rewards sufficient to make creation worthwhile with access and use rights robust enough to facilitate subsequent creations. For a variety of reasons, that balance has been largely lost in the last 30 years.3 Librarians, who most often see the problems that copyright restrictions create for users, are especially sensitive to this imbalance. Yet, because they are consumers of new creative expression of all kinds, librarians are also in a unique position to appreci-
ate the importance of incentive. The problem, after all, is not with the idea of incentive but with the current failure, especially in an environment in which technology makes it possible for almost everyone to create and distribute creative expression, to also provide the access and use rights that are just as important to incentivize creation.

In the digital world, many people will create, especially if use rights are well crafted, while only a few will benefit from the monetary incentive, so the current lack of balance tips in precisely the wrong direction. As librarians try to come to grips with the burgeoning phenomenon of born-digital creativity, their awareness of the problems created by the over-enforcement of the copyright monopoly grows. Ironically, the fact that everyone can now be a producer and publisher of content is precisely the technological development that has led the content industries into their current battles to increase enforcement and penalties for copyright infringement. As these major entertainment companies push, with pretty good success, for more and more draconian protections, librarians tend to see the other side of the issues. It is often in libraries that patrons find inspiration and begin the process of new creation. Librarians see the benefits of reuse and remixing as new works emerge from old. Thus, librarians are well placed to speak for new creators and to resist the content industries attempts to make the law serve only their profit motives instead of the balanced approach it was designed to take that would foster innovation.

A recent survey of the copyright systems in 16 countries demonstrated that this imbalance of protection versus access and use is not just a U.S. problem, concluding that “a rigid enforcement of strict copyright laws can seriously harm the interests of consumers in any country.” In reporting on this survey, a Pakistani news report cited a succinct expression of the problem by an intellectual property (IP) lawyer in that country: “Good IP law should not be about strict copyright protection as one small group of special interests demands, but about fair and open access that contributes to innovation broadly.” So it is clear that the difficulty of copyright imbalance is not an isolated problem but has an impact on users and consumers around the world.

Librarians do their work in the midst of this dilemma. In many cases, they are asked to provide resources and advice about what is allowed under copyright law and what is not. Often they are frustrated by the current state of the law and yet uncertain about what might be done to alleviate the difficulties. In this essay, I want to provide seven steps that could be taken to help restore the balance that is at the heart of a workable copyright law, especially in an age of rapidly changing technology. I hope that, by examining these seven suggestions, librarians will gain a better understanding of what the
roadblocks in copyright currently are and what they, as professionals with an important voice in the copyright debates, might wish and advocate for.

As a prerequisite to presenting these suggestions, I want to indicate the areas I will not be discussing. By and large, these are areas in which there is already a lot of information available, and robust debates are taking place. I will not, for example, have anything to say about compulsory or voluntary licensing schemes that circumvent copyright restrictions by creating blanket permissions at a set cost. Such schemes could help resolve some of copyright’s imbalance, but they rarely actually benefit higher education, as the various debates about “solutions” to the problem of file sharing over campus networks have made clear.

Another topic that will not receive substantial treatment in this article is orphan works and the legislative proposals to solve the orphan works “problem.” Although there is little doubt that a problem does exist, the legislative fixes that have been suggested have grown increasingly cumbersome and unworkable because they are introduced, largely ignored by Congress, and then reintroduced. The fact is that librarians are better off relying on fair use and a low risk of litigation for digitization projects involving such material than they are waiting for an orphan works bill to pass. In any case, the settlement in the copyright infringement lawsuits brought against Google for its Book Search project may make the notion of orphan works legislation obsolete; there will be some comments on this topic at the end of this article.

Fair use is the final area that will not be treated in this discussion because fair use, itself, is not a problem, although the judicial understanding and interpretation of fair use is often problematic. Out of sheer necessity, most librarians have become very familiar with the analysis of fair use and the opportunities and limitations that analysis imposes. Fair use needs vigorous exercise on the part of the creative and educational communities, and it requires well-reasoned application from the bench, but the law itself is not in need of reform.

Instead of dealing with these familiar issues that plague librarians as they try to apply copyright law and educate others about its nuances, this essay will focus on seven suggestions that may be new to many in the academic library world. Each of these suggestions focuses on a legal reform of copyright that would improve the way the law functions for academic libraries. In fact, the first two suggestions actually address mechanisms that impede the very application of copyright law and leave librarians and other users in a situation of uncertainty about the relationship between copyright rules, contract provisions, and technological restrictions; their adoption would contribute greatly to predictability in copyright decision making. The remaining five suggestions all attempt to outline possibilities for copyright reform that may be less familiar, and so more enlightening, to librarians than the wearying debates about which so much ink has already been spilt. These suggestions attempt to expand libraries’ copyright vision from the focus on a few issues to a comprehensive view of how copyright law as a whole could be reformed and renewed in ways that would serve the interests of those who use copyrighted content to learn, to better their situations in life, and as the grist from which they create new works.
Step One: Anti-circumvention Exceptions

The first, and likely least surprising, of these recommendations is that robust exemptions to the anti-circumvention rules that were added to the copyright law in 2000 and provide legal protection to technological protection measures be enacted for higher education. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) had both positive and negative effects on the availability of copyrighted content for reuse and new creativity. On the one hand, by creating a safe harbor from liability for online service providers who do not control the content that users upload, the DMCA has made possible many user-generated content sites like Flickr and YouTube that encourage experimentation with the boundaries of fair use. On the other hand, the creation of copyright-like legal penalties for circumvention of digital rights management systems—basically making it illegal to “pick” a digital “lock” even when the purpose for which the user wants the content would be perfectly legal—has allowed a vast expansion of the rights holders’ sphere of control without the accompanying recognition of user needs that is normal in copyright legislation. Technological protection systems can now be used to restrict access to and reuse of public domain works, prevent fair use of legally obtained content, and enforce anti-competitive practices such as restricting viewing of content to a particular manufacturer’s equipment (thus creating profitable licensing opportunities but severely constraining consumer choice).

Congress appeared to recognize that the anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA could be devastating to certain users whose uses of content were socially valuable, and they built in a mechanism, in the form of delegated rule-making authority to the Library of Congress, to mitigate these potential harms. The Librarian of Congress is instructed to designate certain “classes of works” every three years for which circumvention will be allowed. Unfortunately, the exceptions declared in 2000 and 2003 were extremely narrow and contained no recognition at all of the needs of higher education. In 2006, a single exception for higher education was included in the rulemaking to allow professors of film and media studies to circumvent digital rights management (DRM) systems to compile clips from films for face-to-face classroom instruction if the films were owned by the university’s film and media library. There was no allowance for other professors included, and it was not clear if a university that did not have a separate film and media library could benefit from the exception.

These very narrow terms of this single exception help point out how absurd the restriction on circumvention for obvious fair uses really is. Of course, professors other than film instructors need to make compilations of film clips, and their need is neither any different nor would permitting them to make such compilations pose any threat greater than that posed by the exception for media studies. The 2009 round of rulemaking is underway as of this writing, and numerous calls for a broader exception for teaching have been sounded during the process. But the fact that each exception must be renewed every three years and is subject each time to intense lobbying by interests on all sides means that the rule-making process really cannot supply the degree of consistency and predictability that law must have if it is to help rather than hinder the smooth functioning of society. Higher education, for example, may get a broader exception in 2009, or it may lose the tiny concession it won in 2006; because of this uncertainty, the rule-based exceptions simply are not usable.
A legislative attempt to address the problem of restrictive digital rights management systems, coupled with draconian legal protections for those systems, was proposed in 2007. The Freedom and Innovation Revitalizing U.S. Entrepreneurship Act (FAIR USE Act) was intended to codify and broaden the scope of the exemption for educators to make classroom compilations of film clips. More significantly, it would have permitted circumvention in order for users to gain access to public domain works as well as for all of the purposes listed in section 107 as exemplars of fair use.19 The proposed legislation never reached the floor of the House of Representatives, but it remains a model for the kind of reform of the DMCA anti-circumvention rules that needs to be enacted.

As an alternative to a legislative solution, recognizing that copyright legislation is relatively rare and seldom favors users over the interests of lobbyists from the major content industries, Professor Timothy Armstrong has proposed that courts apply the long history of fair use interpretation to construct a common law boundary for the anti-circumvention rules, as the language of the DMCA itself seems to suggest.20 After rehearsing the fair use factors from 17 U.S. Code 107, Armstrong writes, “It is not difficult to imagine ways in which these same factors might be profitably analogized to explain limits on the reach of DMCA liability under the rubric of ‘fair circumvention.’”21 It is true, after all, that fair use was, itself, a judicially constructed limit on copyright for the first 125 years of its application, and Armstrong notes with regard to the DMCA that “Congress spoke in copyright language and was thinking copyright thoughts in the DMCA, and it would hardly represent judicial usurpation of lawmaking authority for the courts to construe the statute consistently with its background.”22

Whether it is to be solved legislatively or through judicial interpretation, the problem of DMCA anti-circumvention rules is a significant obstacle to rebalancing the copyright law so that rights holders and users are both fairly protected. One kind of solution or the other is the first of our seven steps toward a user-friendly law.

**Step Two: Preemption of Non-negotiable Contracts**

In *Copyright’s Paradox*, Neil Netanel joins digital rights management and licensing of intellectual property into a single category that he calls “paracopyright.”23 Netanel, whose emphasis throughout the book is the potential conflict between free speech and copyright protection, notes that digital locks and “enforceable mass market licenses” allow copyright holders to “readily elide the speech-enhancing limitations” on copyright.24 Indeed, private licensing is an increasingly popular technique for avoiding the limitations of copyright, like the doctrines of “first sale”25 or fair use, that compromise the complete control over all use of content that some copyright holders seek even after they release that content to the public. Just as the ability to lock up content with digital encryption should be limited by exceptions to anti-circumvention rules, so should these mass-market licenses be limited in a way that prevents such total avoidance of copyright’s provisions that encourage use and new creativity. Thus, the second suggestion for a library- and user-friendly copyright law is a provision that preempts non-negotiable license agreements where they contradict the provisions of copyright.

Contracts are a common means by which private parties re-adjust the legal relationships between themselves. Because they bind only those parties who negotiate and
agree to them, contracts can preempt many provisions of our law. One way to think of this is to recognize that many of our business laws actually only stipulate the “default rules” for commercial relationships, which parties are free to vary using private law, including contractual relationships that are legally enforceable. Licenses are the way these default rules are varied in the sphere of intellectual property.

When contracts, in general, and IP licenses, in particular, are negotiated between parties with roughly equal power in the relationship and “at arms length” (meaning there is no coercion), this respect for private agreements is not at all problematic and facilitates efficient business dealings. In the copyright realm, however, the rights between parties are increasingly being determined by licenses for which no negotiations at all are possible. Most common in this regard are “click-through” licenses for software downloads, access to online information, and use of user-generated content sites. To give just one example from among a huge number of possibilities, every user who wants to upload their vacation pictures to Flickr in order to share them with family and friends has to agree to a contract, called “terms of service,” which is equivalent to seven closely typed pages of contract verbiage and includes several licenses granted to Yahoo!, Flickr’s parent company, to use the photos that are uploaded. No part of this agreement is negotiable, and users cannot access the site without clicking on “I accept.”

There is nothing sinister or particularly unfair about the Yahoo! terms of service, but they are emblematic of the complex agreements to which Internet users now routinely agree with little thought and with no opportunity to discuss or object. These agreements increasingly govern the relationship between users and IP owners, and they can often eliminate basic rights that copyright law would allow to users. In an article aptly titled “Why Sell What You Can License? Contracting Around Statutory Protection of Intellectual Property,” Elizabeth Winston details this problem quite thoroughly, listing numerous examples in which books have been sold with shrink-wrap licenses to prevent resale or lending, and even seeds and digital cameras that have been sold with licenses purporting to restrict use.

The difficulty with such licensing for intellectual property is that the consumer seldom knows what provisions are agreed to and has no opportunity to vary those provisions. The predictability of acceptable uses for intellectual property is thus compromised, and many of the balancing provisions that Congress included in copyright law to facilitate downstream use for innovation and new creativity are eliminated. In an age when contracts were routinely the subject of negotiation, provisions like section 108(f)(4) of the Copyright Law, which specifically allows for contracts to vary the terms of library reproduction rights, made sense. Times, however, have changed; and a great deal of material is now obtained by libraries and by consumers under the terms of non-negotiable licenses. In those cases, in order to preserve the policy decisions contained within the copyright balance, an opposite provision is needed; the copyright law should be amended to stipulate that its provisions preempt non-negotiated private contracts to the extent that they contradict those provisions.

The suggestion that copyright provisions should preempt contract terms in non-negotiable agreements has been made several times before. In its 2001 report on the effects of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the Library of Congress included, as the last paragraph of its “Executive Summary,” a brief acknowledgement that “a number
of commenters [sic]… argued that the Copyright Act should be amended to insure that contract provisions that override consumer privileges in the copyright law… are not enforceable.”31 The discussion of this suggestion is inconclusive, but the report correctly notes the increasing likelihood that “rights holders…will determine the landscape of consumer privileges in the future.”32 So far, Congress seems to have been generally unwilling or uninterested in stemming this usurpation of their policy-making prerogative. One legislative attempt has been made, however, as part of a 2003 bill called the BALANCE Act.33 This bill had a number of important provisions, and we will return to it. In this context, the significant language in the BALANCE Act was the following:

When a digital work is distributed to the public subject to nonnegotiable license terms, such terms shall not be enforceable under the common laws or statutes of any State to the extent that they restrict or limit any of the limitations on exclusive rights under this title.34

The BALANCE Act did not pass, but the suggestion for copyright preemption for nonnegotiable contracts continues to arise. Most recently, it is discussed as part of the report prepared by the Section 108 Study Group, in which members of the group agreed that negotiated licenses should still trump section 108 provisions for library copying, but could not agree about whether nonnegotiable licenses ought to continue to be allowed to do so.35

In spite of these inconclusive discussions and un-adopted proposals, this is an issue that will not go away. An eventual resolution in favor of preserving copyright provisions whenever a license’s terms are presented on a “take-it-or-leave-it” basis is necessary to protect users and to preserve the predictability of the application of our law. Such a legislative enactment is, therefore, our second step toward a more library- and user-friendly copyright law.36

Step Three: Preservation Options for Sound Recordings

Another area about which the Section 108 Study Group reports discussion without sufficient agreement to make a recommendation is the issue of preservation activities for pre-1972 sound recordings.37 It is one of the oddest quirks of U.S. copyright law that sound recordings that were fixed before 1972 are not subject to the provisions of the federal law at all. Before 1972, copyright protection was not extended to sound recordings, only to the underlying musical compositions that were being performed. Such recordings, like all unpublished works under the older copyright provisions, were protected, if at all, by state law. Four years after protection was extended to sound recordings, of course, the entire federal law was radically rewritten by the Copyright Act of 1976. That act preempted
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state copyright laws and extended federal protection over published and unpublished
works alike, with one exception.38 For reasons having to do with the historical develop-
ment of copyright and with short-sighted lobbying efforts in Congress, section 301(c) of
the Copyright Act explicitly excludes pre-1972 sound recordings from federal protection
and leaves their protection to those state laws that are otherwise preempted.

The problem with this state of affairs is that preservation of these early recordings,
which is increasingly urgent as storage media begin to decay, relies on the ability of
libraries and archives to make copies of the recordings. That ability, however, is at the mercy of
a patchwork of state laws. There is no predictability, and hence no
security, in a situation in which one
must try to figure out both which
state’s common law copyright will
apply and what, if anything, that law says about preservation copying. This situation
is made more complex by the desire of libraries and archives to make preserved digital
copies of early recordings available for research and study on the Internet. Since the
online environment does not recognize state boundaries, such distribution would have
to take account of every state’s law and, in practice, would be governed by the most
restrictive state provisions.

The Association for Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC) has undertaken a cam-
paign to make both Congress and the library community aware of this problem. Their
recommendations for changes to the United States Copyright Law suggest five specific
steps, but they begin with this simple plea, “Place pre-1972 U.S. recordings under a
single, understandable national law by repealing section 301(c) of Title 17, U.S. Code,
the provision that currently keeps pre-1972 recordings under state law until 2067.”39 It
is difficult to see what evil consequences would result from the repeal of this provision,
and it seems to be more apathy than opposition that has prevented Congress from taking
this action up till now. It is worth noting that the reason the Section 108 Study Group
did not recommend the repeal of section 301(c) was not that there was opposition to
such action but merely because it fell outside the scope of the recommendations about
reform of section 108. As the report puts this point,

The Study Group observes that, in principle, pre-1972 U.S. sound recordings should be
subject to the same kind of preservation-related activities as permitted under section
108 for federally copyrighted sound recordings. The Study Group questioned whether
it is feasible to amend the Copyright Act without addressing the larger issue of the
exclusion of pre-1972 sound recordings from federal copyright law.40

The Study Group is quite correct that the preservation problem for pre-1972 sound record-
ings cannot be resolved merely by amending section 108 because it is not clear how such
an amendment could function given its conflict with the continuing application of state
law over these works. It is for that reason that legislative action to repeal section 301(c),
as well as whatever further actions are needed to permit the preservation of historic
sound recordings,41 is the third of our steps toward a library-friendly copyright law.
It is worth noting, before we turn to our fourth recommended step, that in both of the past two discussions we have seen that the Section 108 Study Group addressed the problem but proved unable, in the end, to arrive at a recommendation for legislative action. There are two lessons that can be learned from this situation. First, our copyright law has become so complex that it is nearly impossible to address the difficulties and problems created by one particular provision without examining and potentially amending several other sections of the law as well. Copyright law has become an intricate specialty requiring considerable expertise both from its practitioners and from legislators who would undertake its improvement. The other lesson, however, shows us that we can seldom avoid such legislative enactments. The Section 108 Study Group, which made recommendations only on matters that were so uncontroversial as to be superfluous (although it did describe the divergent opinions that prevented agreement on many matters and, therefore, makes fascinating reading), shows the extremely limited scope for negotiated solutions to the imbalances created by copyright. There is always an interest that is served by each imbalance, so any attempt to reach consensus is doomed in advance to inconsequentiality. The only alternative, which has worked well in the past for the United States, is the legislative forum, in which each interest—including the public good—can make its case and take its best chance in a process in which winners and losers are inevitable. If the interests of users and libraries cannot win at least some victories in the legislative contest, there really is no other hope.

**Step Four: A Digital First Sale Doctrine**

First sale, the principle that the exclusive right to control distribution is “exhausted” after the first sale of a particular copy of a work,42 is the foundation of virtually all library practice. Because of section 109, libraries are able to purchase a single copy of a work and subsequently lend it to multiple patrons; they can even destroy the copy when it becomes damaged or resell it when it is no longer in demand.43 First sale is also the legal foundation of the second-hand market for books, CDs, DVDs and other physical media embodying copyrighted material, as well as for rental markets. Unfortunately, when a work is in digital format, it is fairly clear that first sale, as it is currently articulated, does not apply. All of the activities described above depend on the transfer of a physical object and not the making of a copy of that object. Transfer of digital files, however, always involves making copies, and that takes such transfers outside the scope of the current
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first sale rules. As Henry Sprott Long puts it, “People who wish to sell or donate to future parties art and other works which were legally obtained in digital format face a unique problem from a first sale standpoint.”

The solution frequently proposed to this situation is a “forward and delete” scheme that would replicate the situation with physical objects and facilitate secondary markets by allowing someone who has a lawfully obtained digital file to forward that file to another (thus making a copy) as long as the original file is deleted by the sender. In its 2001 report on the impact of the DMCA, the Library of Congress dismissed this idea by saying:

The tangible nature of a copy is a defining element of the first sale doctrine and is critical to its rationale. The digital transmission of a work does not implicate the alienability of a physical artifact. When a work is transmitted, the sender is exercising control over the intangible work through its reproduction rather than common law dominion over an item of personal property.

In spite of the unusually categorical and assertive language used by the library here, there is really no dispositive argument against “forward and delete” that can be based on the requirement for a physical “container” for IP; the report simply uses that argument as a surrogate for two concerns. One concern is the desire to protect digital distributors from the kind of secondary markets that publishers have long complained about. But this partisan worry is balanced by the advantage that consumers and users obtain from such markets, and the argument need not detain us. The other concern, however, is the difficulty of policing a forward and delete scheme. How, we must ask, can we ensure that forwarded files will subsequently be deleted from the sender’s computer?

The 2003 BALANCE Act, discussed above in regard to non-negotiable contracts, also attempted to amend the first sale doctrine to permit digital forward and delete. In that legislation, the concern about enforcing deletion is really addressed in a very obvious and practical way; because it proposed an amendment to the copyright law, the enforcement would be exactly the same as any other exception to the exclusive rights. If the terms of a forward and delete scheme were not followed, the exception would not apply, and the copyright holder would have all the available remedies for copyright infringement available to him or her. As Long notes, the advantages of such a scheme for facilitating new secondary markets outweighs this concern:

The Balance Act, if passed, would most likely have provided not only explicit statutory first sale protection for users engaged [in] electronic transmissions of media copies in digital second hand markets, but also would have authorized technology companies to produce viable software mechanisms to assist those buyers in accessing (or “detethering”) the works they purchase. ...These measures would have facilitated legal protection for the development of secondary markets for digital media.

Such secondary markets would have obvious benefits for consumers. But, as libraries increasingly obtain content for their patrons in digital format, a forward and delete mechanism to facilitate the same first sale doctrine that we are accustomed to with print materials in the digital environment is equally necessary to preserve traditional library functions. Thus the legislative enactment of such a scheme, similar to what was
proposed in the BALANCE Act of 2003, is our fourth suggestion for steps toward a library-friendly copyright law.

A Brief Digression on Peer-to-Peer File Sharing

It is virtually impossible to discuss a “forward and delete” scheme for creating a digital right of first sale without considering the current “moral panic”\textsuperscript{49} about peer-to-peer file sharing and downloads of unauthorized copies of music and movies. In most respects, these are not really library issues. Libraries have no interest in seeing the copyright law flouted, and the problem with moral panics is that they frequently trample on perfectly legitimate activities that merely look somewhat like the practice being condemned. Thus, libraries have something to lose in the fuss over peer-to-peer file sharing; it is quite likely that legitimate library activities will become more difficult as the entertainment industries press for more and more draconian measures to try to suppress illegal downloads. Libraries need to find ways to remind lawmakers that there are many legal and important uses for file-sharing technologies without appearing to defend, much less facilitate, the illegal downloading that is such a concern to the music and movie industry.

One very specific way in which the panic over file sharing may have a chilling effect on library activities is around statutory damages. Recent court cases over P2P downloads have resulted in extraordinarily high damage awards, based on the vast range of statutory damages available under the Copyright Act,\textsuperscript{50} and the content industries have been very anxious to get maximum press coverage for these awards, precisely in order to scare off those they see as would-be infringers. The panic over high damage awards may frighten some libraries (and their legal counsels) from pursuing activities that they may otherwise feel are fair use. There are two possible responses to this concern about the chilling effect of high statutory damages.

First, there are several movements to rein in statutory damage awards. The legal team in one of the P2P file-sharing cases has announced the intention to challenge the nearly 2 million dollar award against their client by asserting that such damages are unconstitutional as a violation of due process.\textsuperscript{51} Supreme Court precedent has supported this claim about excessive punitive damage awards,\textsuperscript{52} although the situation with statutory damages may be rather different. Although there is little doubt that such awards are partly intended to be punitive, the fact that the range of damages is set out in the law itself (hence they are “statutory” damages) makes it far less likely that they will be seen as a due process problem because every infringement defendant is aware when going into trial of the possibility of such damage awards. So reformers also suggest legislative solutions to reduce statutory damages or to more clearly circumscribe those situations in which the very high range of damages is appropriate.

Libraries need to find ways to remind lawmakers that there are many legal and important uses for file-sharing technologies without appearing to defend, much less facilitate, the illegal downloading.
Librarians may well choose to support efforts to reform the statutory damages scheme in the Copyright Act, and such revision would reduce the chilling effect these awards may have on legitimate library activities. But the second response to that chilling effect, which is to remind libraries that they get some special protection from statutory damage awards that is already articulated in the law, really reduces the need to worry too much about this issue. Librarians need to be familiar with the provision of section 504(c)(2) of the Copyright Act, which says that statutory damages shall not be assessed against employees of non-profit libraries of educational institutions if they had a good faith belief that their activities were fair use, even when a court ultimately determines otherwise. That provision, and the fact that there has never been an award of statutory damages granted against a library for its activities related to copyright, should reduce the chilling effect of the statutory damages awarded in P2P file-sharing cases on libraries.

**Step Five: Limitations on the Copyright Transfers and Exclusive Licenses**

With our fifth suggested step, we turn our attention to issues involving authors and authorship, based on the conviction that the copyright incentives are fundamentally intended to benefit authors and that it is authors, rather than intermediaries, whose motivation to exploit their own works will best coincide with the public interest in maximum access and use rights. In an article explaining the economics behind this conviction, Professor Tim Wu notes that “the question of whether copyright should serve authors or publishers is as old as copyright. While sentiment has always favored authors, I argue that the economics of copyright also support more authorial control over the enforcement of copyright.” This point is reiterated in more traditional economic terms by the arguments made by William Landes and Richard Posner that “congestion externalities” would be reduced and “maintenance incentives” increased when copyright is held by authors rather than publishers.

One of the obstacles to authorial control over copyright is that so many intermediaries demand either a copyright transfer or an exclusive license for reproduction and distribution as a precondition for publishing a work. In a fascinating article published shortly after the 1976 Copyright Law took effect, then professor and now Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer suggested that it was important to limit the market power of intermediaries and that restricting the ability to transfer or exclusively license copyrights was one way to accomplish that goal. Such restrictions, he argues, would stimulate competition to the overall benefit of authors. He speculates that authors tend to agree to exclusive arrangements with intermediaries either because they are unaware of the alternatives or because of the market power exercised by publishers. In a digital environment, of course, the market power of intermediaries is substantially reduced, making a reduction in the number of exclusive agreements regarding copyright even more urgent than it was when Breyer was writing.

Some limits on the transfer of copyright are already in place. It is not uncommon, for example, for contracts for the publication of books to include a provision whereby the copyright, which has been transferred to a publisher, either reverts automatically to the author when the book goes out of print or reverts upon request from the author.
As Breyer suggests, authors do not always know that they have the right to reclaim a transferred copyright and do not know when rights have reverted. This is even more the case in regard to the statutory provision that allows an author or the heirs to reclaim a transferred copyright after 35 years. Section 203 of the Copyright Act provides for the termination of transfers only when a written request is made by the author or the author’s heirs within a specified window of time. Obviously, since many heirs do not even realize they have inherited copyrights, such requests are very infrequent.

If we take seriously the argument that copyrights will be more productive in the hands of the author, especially after the relatively short period of time during which commercial sales are usually made, the period of time after which a transferred copyright can revert to the author should almost certainly be shortened. Also, the mechanism by which a reversion is requested could be made much easier and a requirement included in section 204 to require that all transfers of copyright include notice to the author of his or her reversion rights. In addition to these steps, it would be helpful for the copyright community to arrive at a definition of “out of print” that does not allow on-demand copies of a work, either as digital files or as print-on-demand hard copies, to undermine those provisions of publication contracts that allow authors to recover their rights. As digitization of books continues to accelerate, new, more explicit contract provisions may become necessary to preserve the old tradition of allowing authors to regain their copyrights after the period of reasonable commercial exploitation is finished, even if digital copies of the work will remain available.

These steps, taken to improve the mechanisms already in place to return copyright to the hands of authors, form one part of the fifth suggestion for making copyright law more library and user friendly. They should be combined with the suggestion made by Justice Breyer many years ago that limits be placed on exclusive licenses. These licenses are also subject to the 35-year reversion rules of section 203, but it is quite possible to imagine other ways to limit such licenses so that authors would preserve their options. One suggestion is that additional formalities be introduced into the process of granting an exclusive license so that such grants would be difficult to make without reflection. In the absence of a clear intention to license a right exclusively, expressed by compliance with these formalities, the default canon of interpretation would then be to read all licenses as non-exclusive. This suggestion would be one more way to ensure maximum exploitation of copyrighted works by leaving rights in the hands of the author whenever possible, and steps toward this general goal are the fifth suggestion for improvement to the law.

**Step Six: Taxation of IP in Non-authorial Hands**

In some ways, the suggestion that the ownership of copyright should be taxed in certain situations is the most radical suggestion made in this article—and the one least likely
to be adopted. Yet it is not as radical as it first sounds, and it may be more practical than some other, more familiar suggestions for addressing the problem of the immense gap between the short period during which a work is economically productive so that distributors have an incentive to make it available for sale and the very long period of copyright protection. The result is that most works “lie fallow” for many, many years, during which they can neither be freely exploited (such as in library digital collections) nor purchased through normal commercial channels. Landes and Posner, in their analyses of the economic structure of copyright, have recognized that this is a significant flaw in the current economic system.

Interestingly, both Landes and Posner, from the relatively conservative perspective of economic analysis, and Lawrence Lessig, from the much more radical perspective of users’ rights and “free culture,” endorse a return to a renewal system for copyright. In Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology and Law to Lock Down Culture and Control Creativity, Lessig advocates a revival of the system of registration and renewal but calls for a decentralized system that would not be the sole province of the Copyright Office and that would encourage competition among registrars in order to reduce the costs and burdens of the system. From Lessig’s perspective, the goal is to encourage rights holders to release those rights to the public when a work is no longer economically worth the cost of renewal. Landes and Posner, from a slightly different perspective, would also impose a renewal requirement in order to encourage the commercial exploitation of works, and they would allow indefinite renewals to encourage the marketing of more works that are currently in the public domain. Both suggestions understand that works should either be subject to commercial exploitation or available in the public domain, and both run afoul of the commitment the United States has made, by its membership in the Berne Convention and other international treatises, not to impose formalities on “the enjoyment and exercise” of copyrights.

What is suggested here is that, instead of a renewal system, which would require an extensive apparatus to implement, the United States could simply impose a tax on copyright ownership when, and only when, the copyright is held by someone other than the author, and the work is not subject to normal commercial exploitation. The effect of such a system would be similar to that advocated by Lessig and Landes and Posner. A copyright holder who has ceased to exploit a work would have to decide if it were to his or her economic advantage to continue to possess that copyright (and pay tax on it) or to release the rights either to the public domain or to the author. Note that this suggestion would not tax copyright in the hands of the author, based on the conviction—explained above—that the author has the best incentive to exploit his or her copyright in ways that will ultimately benefit the public. Thus authorial possession of copyright is to be encouraged almost as much as is the public domain. A tax system in which it was possible to avoid the tax by either dedicating the work to the public domain or by transferring rights back to the author would serve the purpose, also described above, of encouraging only limited transfers and exclusive licenses.

A proposal for a tax system to remedy the problem of works that are simultaneously unavailable for use and not subject to commercial exploitation is not entirely unprecedented. In an op ed published in the Los Angeles Times in 2008, scientist and businessman Dr. Dallas Weaver suggested exactly such a system, although he did not develop
specifics in the limited space available. He summarized his idea thusly: “If all copyrights were taxed at a fixed (but significant) amount per year to maintain the copyright (all registered through the copyright office and searchable), there would be a significant carry cost and most of the copyrighted material would revert to public domain and become available to ‘promote the progress of science and the useful arts.’” The suggestion offered here would modify Weaver’s suggestion in several ways. For one thing, it does not seem appropriate to tax copyrighted material that is subject to normal commercial exploitation for two reasons. First, such works are available to serve the socially valuable functions that copyright is intended to foster. Libraries do not have any interest in making market entry for copyright holders more difficult because their business also depends on a functioning market for copyrighted materials. Second, when a work is subject to normal commercial exploitation, the profits from that commercialization are already taxed, so it would be an excessive burden to add an additional tax. Another difference between Weaver’s idea and this proposal is that here I suggest that copyright ownership not be taxed when the rights are held by the author of the work, for reasons that have already been discussed. Thus, a rights holder who wished to avoid the tax, which would not begin until a work was out-of-print or otherwise not being commercialized, could either return the rights to the author or dedicate the work to the public domain.

It is useful to note, in regard to this suggestion as well as to the previous one and the one that follows, that support for an increased role for authors in controlling the use of their own copyright material is fully in keeping with the values of librarianship. Although the relationship between libraries and publishers can be thorny and contentious, it is quite natural for librarians to respect authors and authorship. Libraries are a major source of support for authors not only as purchasers of a great deal of creative output but also as the great “incubator” of authorship, the source of inspiration and research for so much new creation. In his paper on copyright and authorship, Tim Wu says that “it has long been the stated aspiration of copyright to make authors the masters of their own destiny.” To this aspiration librarians should whole-heartedly agree. In so far as copyright law supports authorial control and authors’ own intentions toward their works, the needs of libraries and their users are in good hands. Hence, our sixth step toward a more library- and user-friendly law is this idea for a tax on IP that would put more copyrighted material into the public domain or under the control of authors.

Step Seven: Recognize a “Moral” Right of Attribution

Perhaps the single fact about U.S. Copyright Law that most surprises people, even librarians who are relatively familiar with its broad outlines, is that there is no right of attribution in our law. This is in spite of the clear obligation to protect this and other “moral rights” that are contained in the Berne Convention, to which the United States
is a signatory. Of course, librarians are so accustomed to teaching proper citation techniques that it seems particularly unaccountable that such citation practice is not a requirement of a law that otherwise seems so restrictive. As Professor Jane Ginsburg says in an article on the subject, “Few interests seem as fundamentally intuitive as that authorship credit should be given where credit is due.” But the development of copyright as an economic right that was primarily exercised by publishers helps explain this lack of a right of attribution. Whereas many countries developed their copyright laws with rights of attribution and integrity from a tradition that recognized the importance of personal expression and individual labor in creation, the United States law has always been based on economic considerations alone.

In many countries the right of attribution is protected under the rubric of “moral rights,” along with a right to protect the integrity of the work, and it often spills over into the sphere of economic rights. For example, the set of exceptions to the exclusive rights in the copyright law of the United Kingdom that are known as “fair dealing” includes proper attribution as one of their prerequisites. A requirement of attribution would make perfect sense from the perspective of academic libraries, since it would preserve the chain of influence and assist users in following that chain as they research and create new works. As Ginsburg says, such attribution “is instinctively appropriate because it furthers the interests both of authors and of their public.” Whereas so much else in copyright law seems unfair to subsequent users of a work, whose use is a sine qua non for further creativity, the right of attribution seems eminently fair. Even in their book proposing a radical re-envisioning of copyright law to accord with an absolutist reading of the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech, Professors David Lange and H. Jefferson Powell acknowledge that,

the more intimate personal rights [in the moral rights tradition] pose little or no corresponding threat. The right to be identified as the creator of an original work (a right that copyright itself does not directly afford at present) need not interfere with the ability of another to make subsequent use of that work.

It is interesting to note that attribution, more than economic profit, is the most important value for many academic authors, to whom little direct economic benefits flow from most publications but who gain promotion and tenure on the basis of the reputation they garner from their scholarship. The importance of attribution for such authors helps explain the appeal of the Creative Commons licensing scheme, which allows authors and other creators to essentially leverage their copyright to allow many “downstream” uses of their work while enforcing attribution as a condition of the licensing. A right of attribution adopted into U.S. law would help support this basic value of academic and non-academic authors alike, without seriously impeding the subsequent uses by others that are so important for the continuing progress of science, arts, and learning.
Indeed, Professor Ginsburg proposes such a right and outlines the form it should take, based on her conclusion that “ultimately, an amendment to the U.S. Copyright Act to provide an explicit and general right of attribution of authorship may be necessary to afford meaningful rights to authors, as well as to preserve Berne compliance.” Such an amendment would serve the scholarly and creative community well, and it would enhance the basic values of librarianship of respect for authorship and proper attribution of sources as a condition for learning. For these reasons, the adoption of a right of attribution into U.S. copyright law is the seventh and final suggested step toward a library-friendly copyright law.

**Coda: The Google Books Settlement**

Since the announcement in late 2008 that Google and the groups of authors and publishers who were suing them for alleged copyright infringement over the Google Books project had reached a settlement agreement, it is hard to imagine any discussion of copyright reform that is focused on libraries and library values that does not take some account of that settlement. The Google Books project, of course, promised unprecedented access to the world’s printed literature, and it has been welcomed by librarians and scholars alike. In his 2008 book on copyright and free speech (published before the settlement announcement), Neil Netanel is enthusiastic about the promise of the book digitization project. He writes, “For the Internet user, then, Google’s Book Search project is roughly akin to having ready access to a virtual card catalog for a significant portion of the world’s books, with the added value of being able to apply search engine queries to the entire text of every book, view the full text of public domain materials, and receive information about where to locate or buy copyright-protected materials.” Since the terms of the settlement have been announced, we know that the amount of free access to each in-copyright title is likely to grow, but the number of titles included may shrink. Full-text access to protected works will become a possibility if the settlement receives final approval, although that access will require payment for either individual access to specific titles or an institutional subscription to the full database. So the project, both before and after the settlement of the copyright infringement lawsuit, clearly offers a tremendous opportunity in terms of access to materials; and, as such, it clearly advances a key value of librarianship.

There are, nevertheless, troubling aspects of the settlement from the point of view of libraries. Since the Google Books project moves, under this agreement, from an aggressive assertion of fair use to a commercialization of out-of-print but still copyright protected books, libraries seem to have rather lost a champion in the struggle for expansive and clearly defined fair use rights. A ruling on the merits of Google’s fair use claim would have given the library community a great deal of clarity on that difficult issue, and the abandonment of that claim must give rise to some regret. Furthermore, fair use has been replaced, in the Google Books project, by a commercial model that will inevitably cost libraries a good deal of money. Unfortunately, no specifics about how much the institutional subscription will cost have been made public, so libraries are left to worry about whether or not the pricing model will ultimately be fair to them or will create another “big deal,” which they cannot afford but can also ill-afford to pass up.
The biggest concern about the Google Books settlement from the perspective of this article, however, is in regard to the way copyright reform is carried out. All of the suggestions for “copyright renewal” made here would be accomplished by public lawmaking, either through the legislature or through the court system. The Google Books settlement, on the other hand, was negotiated in private and will be approved, if it is, based on its fairness only to the three private parties to the lawsuit. Yet, the settlement will have a tremendous effect on both the way libraries relate to the public and the application of copyright law. For one thing, access to copyrighted works will cost money, which runs counter to the library mission of equal access, and that cost will be determined with little or no input from the library community. Also, Google will be able to collect information about the reading habits of consumers and use that information to target advertising. Again, this practice would conflict with libraries’ commitment to protect the privacy of circulation records. As for impact on copyright law, one obvious implication is the reduced incentive for Congress to address the orphan works problem. Since the class action mechanism will allow Google to commercialize all such works, Congress may well feel that the orphan works problem has been solved, even though libraries will still face the uncertainty of digitizing orphan works if they wish to do so for focused digital collections or to provide no-cost access as an alternative to Google. Another possible impact on copyright law as it relates to libraries is the worry that a commercially available copy of an out-of-print work on Google will undermine the application of those library-specific exceptions for copying in section 108 that require as a condition of their application that no copy of the work be commercially available at a reasonable price. Google Books for sale, in short, may make many of our preservation and interlibrary loan activities more difficult.

All of these impacts will be accomplished, if the settlement is approved, by means of “private law” negotiations. This seems a poor way to make such dramatic changes to the copyright environment in the United States. As frustrating as copyright reform legislation can be, with its endless set of negotiations and compromises, it is, at least, almost always carried out in public, even if the public seldom cares enough to watch. These kinds of private negotiations that dramatically change the conditions for public access and use of copyrighted materials actually make the case even more strongly that comprehensive, public copyright renewal is needed.

Conclusion

These seven steps toward a renewed copyright law that would be more useful to and accommodating of both libraries and their users roughly divide into three categories. The first two are suggestions for reform to the kinds of “paracopyright” practices that make the very application of copyright law uncertain, and they are raised as steps toward greater predictability. The next two steps directly address limitations and exceptions that would improve the copyright environment for libraries. Finally, the last three
suggestions are aimed to improve authorial control over copyright works in the belief that such control and the broad incentives that authors have to share their work and encourage its use for new creation will ultimately benefit both libraries and their users. All these suggestions are offered in hopes that, by contemplating the conditions and arguments they raise, librarians can achieve a greater understanding of the copyright environment in which they currently operate and of the myriad opportunities available to them to advocate for a more library-friendly copyright law.
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